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Abstract

We perform surface pressure retrievals from cloud-free Oxygen A band measurements
of SCIAMACHY. These retrievals can be well validated because surface pressure is a
quantity that is, in general, accurately known from meteorological models. Therefore,
surface pressure retrievals and their validation provide important insight into the qual-5

ity of the instrument calibration. Furthermore, they can provide insight into retrievals
which are affected by similar radiation transport processes, for example the retrieval of
total columns of H2O, CO, CO2 and CH4. In our retrieval aerosols are neglected. Using
synthetic measurements, we show that for low to moderate or high surface albedos this
leads to an under- or overestimation of the retrieved surface pressures, respectively.10

The surface pressures retrieved from the SCIAMACHY measurements indeed show
this dependence on surface albedo, when compared to the corresponding pressures
from a meteorological database. However, an offset of about 30 hPa was found, which
can not be caused by neglecting aerosols in the retrieval. The same offset was found
when comparing the retrieved surface pressures to those retrieved from co-located15

GOME Oxygen A band measurements. This implies a calibration error in the SCIA-
MACHY measurements. By adding an offset of 1% of the continuum reflectance at
756 nm to the SCIAMACHY reflectance measurements, this systematic bias vanishes.

1. Introduction

The satellite instrument SCIAMACHY (Bovensmann et al., 1999), launched March20

2002 on ENVISAT, and its precursor GOME (Burrows et al., 1999), launched in 1995
on ERS-2, measure in the Oxygen A absorption band, near 760 nm. These mea-
surements are of great importance for the retrieval of cloud properties (Koelemeijer
et al., 2001; Rozanov and Kokhanovsky, 2004) and aerosol properties (Koppers et al.,
1997). These retrievals assume the surface pressure is known. Alternatively, surface25

pressures can be retrieved from the Oxygen A band measurements (Barton and Scott,
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1986; Bréon and Bouffiés, 1996; Vanbauce et al., 1998; Dubuisson et al., 2001; Ramon
et al., 2004). Surface pressure retrievals can be used to scale total column retrievals
of other species, e.g. H2O, CO, CO2, CH4, in order obtain volume mixing ratios (Buch-
witz et al., 2004) or for light path corrections (Kuang et al., 2002). Furthermore, sur-
face pressures retrievals can be well validated because surface pressure is a quantity5

that is, in general, accurately known from meteorological models. Therefore, surface
pressure retrievals and their validation provide important insight into the quality of the
instrument calibration (Dubuisson et al., 2001). Furthermore, they can provide insight
into retrievals which are affected by similar radiation transport processes, for example
the retrieval of total columns of H2O, CO, CO2 and CH4 from SCIAMACHY measure-10

ments. The most important potential error source for surface pressure retrievals from
cloud-free measurements is scattering by aerosols (Bréon and Bouffiés, 1996; Dubuis-
son et al., 2001). As the relevant aerosol information is usually not available, surface
pressures retrieved from the Oxygen A band neglecting aerosol scattering are normally
referred to as apparent surface pressures.15

In this paper we will retrieve apparent surface pressures from SCIAMACHY Oxygen
A band measurements. To interpret the retrieved apparent surface pressures, we first
study the effect of aerosols on the retrieval of surface pressure using simulated mea-
surements. The surface pressures retrieved from SCIAMACHY measurements are
validated with reference surface pressures from a meteorological model. Additionally,20

the retrieved surface pressures are compared with surface pressures retrieved from
coinciding GOME Oxygen A band measurements. Measurements of GOME overlap
very well with those of SCIAMACHY with only about a 30 min time lag, allowing a good
comparison. Although SCIAMACHY has been calibrated on ground, this calibration
needs to be validated in flight. Therefore, the results and validation of our retrievals are25

useful to identify calibration inaccuracies.
The paper is constructed as follows. First the retrieval method is presented in Sect. 2.

The effect of aerosols on the surface pressure retrieval and on the Oxygen A band
measurements is studied using simulated measurements in Sect. 3. Then, in Sect. 4,
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the surface pressures retrieved from SCIAMACHY measurements are presented and
compared with the findings from the simulated measurements and with surface pres-
sures retrieved from GOME measurements. The discussion and conclusions follow in
Sect. 5.

2. The retrieval method5

For the retrieval of a state vector x from a measurement vector y, a forward model F
is needed that describes how y depends on x, i.e.

y = F(x) + e, (1)

with error term e. The measurement vector y contains the reflectances measured at
different wavelengths and the state vector x contains the unknown parameters to be10

retrieved. For the surface pressure retrievals in this paper the state vector x contains
at least the following parameters: (1) the surface pressure, (2) the surface albedo at
756 nm and (3) the linear spectral dependence of the surface albedo. Additionally, x
may contain instrument parameters such as a wavelength shift and response function
parameters.15

Since SCIAMACHY and GOME are polarisation sensitive instruments, the intensity
Ipol measured by a certain detector pixel at wavelength λi is not only affected by the
intensity of the light that enters the instrument but also by its state of polarisation, viz.

Ipol (λi ) = ĪTOA(λi ) +

m12(λi )Q̄TOA(λi ) +m13(λi )ŪTOA(λi ), (2)20

where m12 and m13 are elements of the instrument’s Müller matrix normalised to its
element (1,1). Furthermore, ĪTOA, Q̄TOA, and ŪTOA are the elements of the intensity
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vector ĪTOA defined by

ĪTOA(λi ) =

∞∫
0

dλ S(λi , λ)ITOA(λ), (3)

where ITOA(λ) is the intensity vector of the light at the entrance of the instrument. The
spectral response function S is described by

S(λi , λ) =
a2

1

((λi − λ)/∆p)4 + a2
0

, (4)
5

where ∆p is the width of the detector pixels, assumed to be 0.217 nm. The width of
the response function is determined by a0. For SCIAMACHY and GOME a0 is approx-
imately 1.1772 and 0.7377, respectively. The normalisation factor a1 is determined by
the requirement∫ ∞

0
S(λi , λ)dλ = 1. (5)

10

Similarly to the earth radiances, SCIAMACHY and GOME also measure the solar irra-
diance Fo to obtain the polarisation sensitive reflectances Rpol defined by

Rpol =
Ipol
Fo

. (6)

The common approach to account for the polarisation sensitivity of SCIAMACHY and15

GOME is to apply a polarisation correction to the radiances Ipol using the Polarisation
Measurement Devices (PMDs). However, the broadband PMD measurements are not
sufficient to correct for the polarisation sensitivity in spectral regions where the state
of polarisation is varying rapidly with wavelength, as is the case for the Oxygen A
band (Stam et al., 2000; Schutgens and Stammes, 2003). Moreover, the SCIAMACHY20
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PMDs are not yet well calibrated. In our retrieval approach these errors due to polarisa-
tion sensitivity are avoided, by using the polarisation sensitive reflectances Rpol as the
elements of the measurement vector y. This means that the forward model F directly
models the polarisation sensitive reflectances Rpol . This approach was introduced by
Hasekamp et al. (2002) for the retrieval of Ozone profiles from GOME.5

The main part of the forward model F is an atmospheric radiative transfer model. In
this study the SRON radiative transfer model (Hasekamp and Landgraf, 2002) is used,
which includes polarisation and multiple scattering. A Rayleigh scattering atmosphere
is assumed with 60 1 km thick layers. The absorption line parameters are taken from
the HITRAN2000 spectroscopic database (Rothman et al., 2003) and a Voigt lineshape10

is assumed. The calculations are performed on a 0.02 nm spectral resolution. Figure 1
shows an example of the Oxygen A band at 0.02 nm resolution and at SCIAMACHY
resolution. The Oxygen A band consists of 2 branches which are resolved in the SCIA-
MACHY resolution, i.e. the deep R branch around 761 nm and the broader P branch
around 765 nm.15

All retrievals are performed using iterative non-linear least squares fitting. For these
fits, we use ln(R) instead of R.

3. Retrieval from simulated measurements

Dubuisson et al. (2001), among others, have shown that aerosols significantly affect
surface pressure retrievals using the Oxygen A band. Furthermore, they showed that20

the effects of aerosols depend on surface albedo. To study the effects of aerosols
on the retrieval of surface pressure from SCIAMACHY, SCIAMACHY measurements
are simulated for atmospheres with different aerosol loads and above several surface
albedos. Subsequently, the apparent surface pressure from these simulated measure-
ments are retrieved using a forward model with only Rayleigh scattering included. For25

these retrievals, the state vector x (see Eq. 1) contains only the surface pressure and
surface albedo and the linear spectral dependence of the surface albedo. The SCIA-
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MACHY measurements are simulated for a nadir viewing geometry with a solar zenith
angle of 40◦and the US standard atmosphere with a surface pressure of 1000 hPa.
Desert dust aerosols are included of which the characteristics are given in Table 1.
The optical aerosol properties are calculated using Mie theory.

Figures 2a and b show the difference between the true surface pressure and the5

retrieved apparent surface pressure (∆P=Ptrue−Papparent) as a function of retrieved
apparent surface albedo, for different aerosol optical thicknesses and height distribu-
tions, respectively. Although depending on aerosol optical thickness, height distribution
and type and geometry, two general effects are observed: (1) For low and moderate
surface albedos the surface pressures are underestimated in the retrieval. This is due10

to the relatively high contribution to the measured radiances by photons that are scat-
tered back by the aerosol layer, reducing the photon path. Furthermore, most of the
light penetrating through the aerosol layer is absorbed by the surface. This effect was
also identified by Dubuisson et al. (2001). (2) At large surface albedos, the surface
pressures are, in general, overestimated in the retrieval. Here, most photons pene-15

trating through the aerosol layer are reflected by the surface and travel through the
aerosol layer once more. Due to (multiple) scattering in the aerosol layer the photon
path is enhanced, resulting in an overestimation of the surface pressure. This effect
was not previously recognised by Dubuisson et al. (2001).

Furthermore, the results show that the effects of aerosols on the surface pressure20

retrieval increase with increasing aerosol optical thickness, while the aerosol height
distribution only significantly impacts the surface pressure retrieval above low albedos.

The spectral fitting residuals between the simulated measurements for an atmo-
sphere including aerosols and the fitted reflectances ignoring aerosols are shown in
Fig. 3a and b, for different aerosol optical thicknesses and height distributions, respec-25

tively. The residuals show a large negative peak in the centre of the deep R branch and
positive values in the P branch. The amplitude of the residuals increases with increas-
ing aerosol optical thickness (Fig. 3a) and increasing height of the bulk of the aerosols
(Fig. 3b). Furthermore, it depends on type of the aerosols and slightly on the surface
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albedo (not shown). The shape of the residuals, however, is rather characteristic.
Figures 2 and 3 show a clear dependence of both the retrieved ∆P and the spectral

fitting residual on the aerosol height distribution and optical thickness. This implies that,
when the true surface pressure and the aerosol type are known, information about the
aerosol optical thickness and height distribution can be retrieved from the Oxygen A5

band measurements. This was previously demonstrated by Koppers et al. (1997).
In addition to aerosols, Rayleigh scattering also has a large effect on the surface

pressure retrievals, although the Rayleigh scattering optical thickness at these wave-
lengths is relatively low (∼0.025). This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows ∆P
retrieved while neglecting all scattering from simulated SCIAMACHY measurements10

for atmospheres including aerosols and, additionally, for a clear-sky atmosphere in-
cluding only Rayleigh scattering. In the clear-sky case, neglecting Rayleigh scattering
leads to an underestimation of the surface pressure above all surface albedos. For
aerosol loaded atmospheres, a comparison of Fig. 4 with Fig. 2 shows that, for low
albedos, the effect of neglecting Rayleigh scattering dominates the effect of neglecting15

aerosols for a low aerosol optical thickness. Furthermore, for large albedos the effect
of neglecting Rayleigh scattering can partly compensate for the effect of neglecting
aerosols. The large effect of Rayleigh scattering can be explained by the fact that the
Oxygen A band contains a large number of optically thick absorption lines (see Fig. 1)
for which few photons penetrate through the atmosphere to high pressure levels and20

thus the reflectance at the wavelengths of these absorption lines is mainly determined
by Rayleigh scattering occurring at low pressure levels. Therefore, neglecting Rayleigh
scattering in the forward model leads to an increase in the depth of these absorption
lines which leads to an underestimation of the surface pressure.

The simulations in this section show aerosols significantly affect the Oxygen A band25

measurements. When retrieving surface pressure neglecting aerosol scattering, char-
acteristic residuals as shown in Fig. 3 are expected. Furthermore, surface pressures
retrieved using the Oxygen A band are expected to underestimate the actual surface
pressure at low and moderate albedos and overestimate them at high albedos.
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4. Retrieval from SCIAMACHY measurements

4.1. Data

For this study we analyse the reflectances measured by SCIAMACHY and GOME
above southern Europe and northern Africa on 23 January 2003. False colour images
of the data used are shown in Fig. 5. In SCIAMACHY Nadir and Limb measurements5

are alternated. Since for this study only Nadir measurements are used, the SCIA-
MACHY orbits are broken up into several blocks, generally referred to as states. The
characteristics of the Oxygen A band measurements for both instruments are sum-
marised in Table 2.

The SCIAMACHY reflectances (level 1b data) used in this study are improved by10

replacing calibration data using SCIA PATCH NL11. For both instruments all calibration
options are applied, with the exception of the polarisation sensitivity correction, which
is not needed because we directly model the polarisation sensitive measurement (see
Sect. 2). Furthermore, on the reflectances measured by SCIAMACHY a multiplicative
correction factor of 1.2 is applied. This correction factor was found by Acarreta et al.15

(2004) and Acarreta and Stammes (2005) by comparing the measured reflectances
with those measured by MERIS, also on ENVISAT.

Cloudy pixels are excluded from the data. To identify clouds in SCIAMACHY mea-
surements, we use the PRICE method developed by Krijger et al. (2005) using the
PMD measurements. For GOME, an adapted version is used.20

As reference surface pressures for validation, the sea-level pressure data from the
UKMO Stratospheric Assimilated dataset are combined with the TerrainBase surface
elevation database. The UKMO dataset has a spatial resolution of 2.5×3.75◦ and the
grid-box containing the centre of the instrument footprint is taken. The TerrainBase
data has a resolution of 5×5 arc-minutes and is averaged over the instrument footprint.25

To calculate the absorption cross-sections, the temperature profiles are taken from the

1Available at http://www.sron.nl/∼hees/SciaDC.
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UKMO dataset.

4.2. Retrieval results

To retrieve apparent surface pressures from SCIAMACHY measurements, the state
vector x (Eq. 1) contains (1) the surface pressure, (2) the surface albedo at 756 nm,
(3) the linear spectral dependence of the surface albedo, (4) a wavelength shift ∆λ5

and (5) the response function parameter a0 (see Eq. 4). The instrument parameters (4
and 5) did not significantly interfere with the other retrieved parameters and are very
similar for each retrieval. The mean and standard deviation of the retrieved instrument
parameters are given in Table 3.

Figure 6 shows the absolute differences between retrieved apparent sur-10

face pressures and the reference surface pressures for the SCIAMACHY data
(∆P=Pref erence−Papparent). Figure 7 shows ∆P as a function of the retrieved surface
albedo. Much variation is seen, ranging from ∆P=300 to −60. Clearly, systematic
differences are seen between retrievals above land and sea, i.e. high and low surface
albedos. In general, ∆P is positive for albedos lower than 0.1 and negative for higher15

surface albedos. The few low surface pressures retrieved above high surface albedos
are probably due to clouds not flagged by our cloud filter.

Also shown in Fig. 7 are results from the simulated measurements as presented in
Fig. 2, for an aerosol optical thickness of 0.1 and 0.3. The retrieved values match
the results from the simulated measurements well for low albedos (<0.1). However,20

for higher albedos, the retrieved values for ∆P are systematically about 30 hPa lower.
Several other aerosol types and height distributions were tried, none of which match
these retrievals.

For comparison, surface pressures retrieved from GOME measurements are shown
in Fig. 8. Similar variations as in the SCIAMACHY retrievals of Figs. 6 and 7 are seen.25

However, the values of ∆P are systematically about 30 hPa higher than those retrieved
from SCIAMACHY and are more in line with the simulations presented in Sect. 3. Thus,
it seems likely that the surface pressures retrieved from SCIAMACHY suffer from a
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systematic error(s), probably due to a calibration error(s) in the measurements.
We investigated the effect of several SCIAMACHY calibration errors on the retrieved

surface pressures. First, it was found that changing the multiplicative factor applied
on the measured reflectances (Acarreta et al., 2004, see Sect. 4.1) only minimally
affects the retrieved surface pressure. The reason for this is that the “relative” depth5

of the Oxygen A band contains the surface pressure information. On the other hand,
the retrieved surface pressures are affected when an offset is added to the measured
reflectances. Several offsets, defined as a percentage of the continuum reflectance
around 756 nm (after multiplication by 1.2), were applied and the effect on the retrievals
was evaluated. A linear dependence of ∆P with this offset is found. Adding an offset10

of 1% of the continuum reflectance around 756 nm to the reflectances, increases ∆P
by approximatly 30 hPa. Figure 9 shows ∆P as a function of surface albedo when this
correction is applied. With this correction, the retrievals behave as predicted by theory
(see Sect. 3) and compare well with the GOME retrievals shown in Fig. 8b. The same
correction was found by evaluating SCIAMACHY data from other geolocations and15

dates. This offset is probably related to the inaccuracies in the reflectance calibration
(Acarreta et al., 2004; Noël, 2004).

The different colours in Fig. 9 correspond to different SCIAMACHY states, i.e. differ-
ent geolocations (see Figs. 6 and 7). Significant differences in the retrieved values of
∆P between states are seen. As concluded from the retrievals using simulated mea-20

surements shown in Fig. 2a, it is likely that these differences are due to the varying
aerosol optical thickness. In particular, the retrievals from data from the most northern
state of orbit 4700 (in black) match well with results from simulated measurements cor-
responding to an aerosol optical thickness of 0.05–0.2, while the most southern state
of orbit 4700 (in red) matches better with results from simulated measurements for an25

aerosol optical thickness of 0.2–0.6. This increase in aerosol optical thickness at the
location of the most southern state is confirmed by the aerosol optical thickness re-
trieved by the MISR instrument on EOS Terra (Diner et al., 2001) on the same day, as
shown in Fig. 10. However, the absolute values of the MISR optical thicknesses do
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not match those derived from Fig. 9. As is illustrated in Fig. 2b, this can be due to an
incorrect assumption about the aerosol height distribution in our forward model. Also,
the true aerosol type can be different than the one assumed. Furthermore, the MISR
optical thicknesses are given at a a wavelength of 558 nm, while we use a wavelength
of 765 nm. However, our results are in qualitative agreement with the aerosol optical5

thickness retrievals from MISR.

4.3. Spectral fitting residuals

A closer inspection of the spectral fitting residuals yields valuable information. Fig-
ure 11 shows residuals from a SCIAMACHY and a GOME measurement above ap-
proximately the same location with an apparent surface albedo of ∼0.16. The residuals10

are very much alike. Also shown is a residual from a simulated measurement similar
to those shown in Fig. 3. The residual from the simulated measurement is very similar
to those from the real SCIAMACHY and GOME measurements. This confirms that
the spectral fitting residuals are for a large part caused by neglecting aerosols in our
retrieval.15

However, also some high frequency scatter of about 2–5% is seen in the residuals
from the SCIAMACHY and GOME measurements, which are not observed in the simu-
lations and can thus not be caused by neglecting aerosols in the retrieval. Again these
features are very common in all our spectral fitting residuals. They might be due to
errors in the spectroscopy data (Chance, 1997; Rothman et al., 2003) or the instru-20

ment response functions. Furthermore, solar Fraunhofer lines (e.g. at 766.5 nm) could
appear in the reflectances due to calibration errors.

5. Conclusions and discussion

In this paper we presented surface pressure retrievals from cloud-free SCIAMACHY
Oxygen A band measurements. The retrievals were performed using a radiative trans-25
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fer model that fully includes multiple Rayleigh scattering and polarisation but does not
include the effect of aerosols. Using synthetic measurements, the effects of neglecting
aerosols on the retrieved surface pressures were investigated. It was found that for low
and moderate surface albedo aerosols lead to an underestimation of the retrieved sur-
face pressures due to a reduction of the light path. For high surface albedos, scattering5

by aerosols leads to an enhancement of the light path and thus to an overestimation
of the surface pressure. The magnitude of these effects depends on aerosol optical
thickness and on the aerosol height distribution. It was also observed that aerosols
cause a characteristic spectral feature in the fitting residuals, of which the amplitude
also depends on the aerosol optical thickness and height distribution.10

The apparent surface pressures retrieved from SCIAMACHY were validated with ref-
erence surface pressures from a meteorological model. The difference between the
SCIAMACHY apparent surface pressures and the reference surface pressure showed
a dependence on surface albedo that can be explained by the fact that aerosols are
neglected in the retrieval. However, also a systematic offset of about 30 hPa was found15

that cannot be explained by the effect of aerosols. The same offset was found by
comparing the surface pressures retrieved from SCIAMACHY with surface pressures
retrieved from co-located GOME measurements. This indicates the presence of a
calibration error in the SCIAMACHY measurements. Adding an offset of 1% of the
continuum reflectance at 756 nm to the SCIAMACHY reflectance measurements re-20

moves this systematic bias. The surface pressures retrieved then also agree well with
the corresponding GOME retrievals. The fitting residuals found for the GOME and
SCIAMACHY measurements are very similar and both show the characteristic spectral
features due to neglecting aerosols in the retrieval, as was also found in the study using
synthetic measurements.25

The clear dependence of both the retrieved surface pressure and the spectral fit-
ting residuals on the aerosol optical thickness and height distribution, as shown in this
paper, indicates that both parameters may be retrieved from Oxygen A band mea-
surements, when one assumes the surface pressure as known. This was previously
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demonstrated by Koppers et al. (1997).
For similar retrievals of total columns of other species than O2, e.g. H2O, CO, CO2

and CH4, similar effects due to aerosols as discussed in this paper, i.e. under- or over-
estimation of the total column, can be expected (Dubuisson et al., 2004, Houweling
et al., 20052). The retrieved total column of these species are often scaled to oxy-5

gen to correct for the light path (Noël et al., 1999; O’Brien and Rayner, 2002; Kuang
et al., 2002; Dufour et al., 2004) or to obtain volume mixing ratios of the species (Buch-
witz et al., 2004). As pointed out by O’Brien and Rayner (2002), the light paths are
affected by the height distribution and optical thickness of the absorption lines of in-
dividual species, which needs to be considered when applying such a scaling. Fur-10

thermore, results shown in this paper imply that care must be taken when using the
Oxygen A band for scaling of retrievals at other wavelengths, because the effects of
aerosols are shown to depend significantly on surface albedo, which is spectral depen-
dent. Additionally, the optical thickness of Rayleigh scattering and therewith its relative
contribution to the total scattering varies with wavelength as well. These problems15

can be avoided by retrieving aerosol properties simultaneously with the total column
of the trace gas, the surface albedos and the surface pressure (Kuang et al., 2002).
To conclude, we showed that surface pressure retrievals can be used to validate the
calibration of the Oxygen A band measurements. This approach could also be used to
validate the calibration of the SCIAMACHY measurements of other oxygen bands, i.e.20

O2 B and γ and O4 bands.
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Table 1. Characteristics at 765 nm of the two modes of the desert dust aerosols used in this
study, based on aerosol model DL from Torres et al. (2001). A log-normal size distribution is
assumed. The relative contribution of the modes to the number concentration is represented
by the fraction. The aerosols are evenly distributed over the first 2 km and decrease in number
as P 3 from 2 to 12 km, unless indicated otherwise.

mode Effective Size Refr. index fraction
radius variance real imag.

1 0.105 µm 0.323 µm2 1.53 0.001 0.99565
2 1.605 µm 0.418 µm2 1.53 0.001 0.00435
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Table 2. Characteristics of the SCIAMACHY and GOME measurements in the Oxygen A band
from 755–775 nm.

SCIAMACHY GOME

Channel 4 4
Spectral resolution ∼0.4 nm ∼0.25 nm
Spectral sampling ∼0.22 nm ∼0.22 nm
Footprint size 30 × 60 km2 320 × 40 km2
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Table 3. Mean and standard deviation of the retrieved wavelength shifts ∆λ and response
function parameters a0.

mean standard deviation

∆λ −0.0772 nm 0.00115 nm
a0 1.09573 0.0356539
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Fig. 1. Example of an Oxygen A band reflectance spectrum at 0.02 nm spectral resolution
(black) and at SCIAMACHY resolution (red).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. The difference between the true surface pressure used in the simulated measurements
including aerosols and the apparent surface pressure retrieved ignoring aerosols, ∆P=Ptrue −
Papparent, as a function of retrieved apparent surface albedo. The true surface albedos are
0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6. The retrieved values are indicated by plusses.
Panel (a) shows the retrieved values for different values of the total aerosol optical thickness
τ at 765 nm. To obtain τ at the more common wavelength 550 nm the values have to be
multiplied by 1.11. Panel (b) shows the retrieved values for different height distributions, when
an aerosol optical thickness of 0.2 is taken. Here, our standard aerosol distribution (see Table 1)
is modified such that the lower layer with evenly distributed aerosols is extended to higher levels,
indicated by the layer top.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Residuals between the simulated reflectance measurements Rmeas for an atmosphere
including aerosols and the fitted reflectances Rmod ignoring aerosols. The residuals are defined
as (Rmod−Rmeas)/Rmeas×100%. A surface albedo of 0.1 is used. The residuals are shown for
different values of the aerosol optical thickness (a) and different height distrubutions (b), similar
to Fig. 2
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Fig. 4. Similar to Fig. 2a, but when ∆P and the apparent surface albedo are retrieved while
neglecting all scattering. The solid black line shows results of retrievals from simulated mea-
surements for a clear-sky case including only Rayleigh scattering.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. False colour images from SCIAMACHY (left) and GOME (right) measurements. For this
study data from SCIAMACHY orbits 4700 (West) and 4699 (East) and GOME orbits 30 123 106
(West) and 30 123 092 (East) are used. The PMDs of SCIAMACHY and GOME used to produce
these images measure in different wavelength ranges, resulting in different colouring.
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Fig. 6. The absolute differences between the reference surface pressures and the retrieved ap-
parent surface pressures (∆P=Pref erence−Papparent) for the SCIAMACHY measurements from
orbit 4700 (west) and 4699 (east).
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. ∆P as a function of apparent surface albedo for SCIAMACHY orbits 4700 (left) 4699
(right). Results from the 5 individual SCIAMACHY states per orbit as seen in Fig. 6 are colour-
coded in black, blue, green, yellow and red going from north to south. Two results from simu-
lated measurements for atmospheres with aerosol optical thicknesses of 0.1 and 0.3, as pre-
sented in Fig. 2, are plotted with dashed lines.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. ∆P retrieved by the GOME instrument, as a map-projection (a) and as function of
apparent surface albedo (b), similar to Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 7, but when the SCIAMACHY reflectances are corrected by adding an
offset of 1% of the continuum reflectance to the reflectances.
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Fig. 10. Aerosol optical thicknesses at 558 nm retrieved using the MISR instrument on EOS
Terra on 23 January 2003. Data from MISR orbits 16 486 (west) and 16 485 (east) are shown.
These data were obtained from the NASA Langley Research Centre Atmospheric Sciences
Data Centre. The contours of the SCIAMACHY states are indicated in red.
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Fig. 11. Residuals of spectral fits of a SCIAMACHY (black) and a GOME (red) Oxygen A
band measurement with a nadir viewing geometry and a solar zenith angle of approximately
40◦. Both measurements are taken at approximately 13◦ latitude and −10◦ longitude and have
an apparent surface albedo of ∼0.16. Note that on the SCIAMACHY measurements the cor-
rection suggested in Sect. 4.2 is applied. In blue, a residual from a simulated SCIAMACHY
measurement, similar to those in Fig. 3, is shown. For this, an atmosphere including aerosols
with an optical thickness of 0.45 and a layer top of 9 km (see Fig. 2) is taken. The true sur-
face pressure and apparent surface albedo are similar to those in the SCIAMACHY and GOME
measurements.
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